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New Joint Research Group on the History of Quantum
Gravity at the Max Planck Institutes for the History of
Science and for Gravitational Physics
Dr. Alexander Blum (Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, MPIWG) opened the new
Max Planck Research Group “Historical Epistemology of the Final Theory Program” in
collaboration with the Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics (Albert Einstein Institute;
AEI) in February 2018. The new group works to bring together research in physics and history of
science.
In 1916, Albert Einstein suggested for the first time that it would be
necessary to merge his newly constructed general theory of relativity and
the emerging quantum theory. 100 years later, this challenge remains
unanswered, and the problem of constructing a theory of “quantum gravity”
(as such a hypothetical merging came to be known) has become
synonymous with physicists’ search for a final, fundamental theory.
“The Max Planck Research Group ‘Historical Epistemology of the Final
Theory Program’ will reflect on and evaluate this century-long search using
the methods of historical epistemology,” says Research Group Leader
Alexander Blum. “Our research will deal both with the historically singular
nature of the modern final theory program and with the strong opposition
the program has encountered, mainly from within physics itself.“ It is the
explicit aim of the group to conduct historical research that connects
directly to contemporary physical research, providing a novel, historicocritical view of its status and prospects. To this end the group will be
working in collaboration with Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics in
Potsdam.

The Research Group follows a Max Planck Society (MPG) program funding
early stage (post-PhD) scholars to independently develop a research
program over five years, and is the first to bridge two disciplines.
Blum has a PhD in theoretical particle physics from the University of
Heidelberg. His research interests lie in the history (and philosophy) of
modern physics, with a strong emphasis on the postwar period. In 2010
he moved to the MPIWG, where he started out as a member of the
Quantum History Project (until 2012). Since then he has been a Research
Scholar at the MPIWG and coordinated the cooperative project with the
Lindau Nobel Laureates Meeting Foundation.
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